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ABSTRACT
A computer program for determining the theoretical performance of a three-
dimensional inlet is presented. An analysis for determining the capture area,
ram force, spillage force, and surface pressure force and their aonienr is pre-
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APPENDIX A - INTERPOLATION SCHEMES













A area normal to x-axis
A ' captured streamtube area at station "0"
A captured streamtube area at free-stream conditions
A 1 cow^ Projected frontal area
A1
 1 cowl projected area at station "0"
a speed of sound at stagnation conditions
,Q r -- » ,
C. axial force coefficient = F. /q S ,
А А Ла ref
С drag coefficient = D /q S
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C_ force coefficient = F /q SF no» rer
C_ lift coefficient = L /q S „L Mo rer
С moment coefficient = M /q S -1 ,M ^o ref ref
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 f reference length
L lift force
M Mach number
!7j moment = F x 1
m mass flow rate
N normal force
p pressure
2q dynamic pressure = % pV
r radial coordinate
§ Surface grea
5 ,. reference surface area
ref
Т temperature
ц axial component of velocity
v radial component of velocity
w outboard component of velocity




a angle of attack
$• spillage force angle
у ratio of specific heats
6 flow direction
g ram force angle
Г body force angle
Л spillage force angle
9 meridional coordinate
| body force angle
p density




i,j,k indeces of mesh points




09 free stream conditions
ref reference conditions
p rolling monent subscripts
q pitching moment subscripts
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1 Control volume around a typical integrated scraiajet
installation
2 Initial grid nomenclature and incremental ram and body
surface area
3 Streamlines in the plane of symmetry at M = 6.0,
tt = 0° e
4 Streamlines projection, onto the 0-= A 5 plane
5 Captured streamtube
INTRODUCTION
In the design of an integrated hypersonic vehicle, the various forces
generated by the airbrecithing propulsion systen nust be determined and located
accurately with respect to the center of gravity to determine the interaction
between the propulsive unit and the vehicle.
The supersonic combustion ramjet engine (scrainjet) has been suggested as a
possible airbreathing propulsion system on a hypersonic vehicle such as a launch
vehicle. The scrainjet engine has three basic components: the inlet, combustion,
and nozzle. For hypersonic flight these components tend to be of sizable
dimensions with respect to the vehicle size. Therefore, the forces generated by
the scramjet engine especially those of the inlet and nozzle are also large con-
pared with other aerodynamic forces. Thus an accurate evaluation and locacion of
these forces is essential to determine the trim requirements of the vehicle.
In this report, the pressure and momentum integrals necessary to establish
the external forces generated by the inlet are evaluated in conjunction with a
2
three-dimensional computer program which determines the external flow field
3
using the theory presented in . Although the flow field analysis is inviscid in
nature, the body geometry can be corrected by adding a suitable boundary layer
displacement thickness to the actual body.
ANALYSIS
i'
A typical scramjet engine installation is shown in Fig. 1. The propulsion
system is surrounded by a suitable control volume to evaluate the integrals
necessary in the determination of the propulsive forces. The control volume
sho^m in Pig. 1 assumes the captured streamline in the vehicle flow field at
station "0". That is, the streamline crosses the bow shock upstream of this sta-
tion.This is typical of low hypersonic speeds. At hypersonic speeds, the captured
streamline may have crossed the bow shock at a station downstream of station "0"
as the bow shock is very shalloxj. The control volume changes not only with
flight Mach number, but also with vehicle attitude (i.e. angle of attack, yaw,
etc.).Also, here we assume the inlet is started and there is no flow separation
present on the inlet ramp. The particular inlet performance evaluated here are
ч
the local capture area, rain force, spillage and body surface, forces and moments.
The forces are evaluated in terms of components in the axial, normal, and side
wise directions of a body fixed coordinated system.
a) Local Capture Area
To determine the inlet's capture area or mass flow, it is necessary to de-
termine the trace at station "0" of the stream surface that impinges on the inlets
cowl and sidewalls leading edges. Since the program marches forward in the axial
direction, it is not known a priori through which initial point the captured
streamline will pass. Therefore, a number of streamlines must be traced from the
initial station. The streamlines intersecting the leading edges are then selected
or interpolated at the end of the calculation. The program has been set up to trace
streamlines passing through the even numbered index points in the radial direction
at the initial plane (i.e. J = 2, 4,..., K=l, 2, 3,... See Fig. 2).
The trace of a generic streamline proceeds as follows. The equations of a
streamline in cylindrical coordinates are
dx dv r da
s _ s_ _ s °s
u v w
where u, v, w, are the axial, radial and outflow components of velocity in
cylindrical coordinates, and the subscript s denotes streamline. To trace a
streamline which at the initial station (x = x .) passes through the grid point
(r , 6 ) indexed by J,K proceed from the given initial data plane by estimating
о о
the position of the streamline at the next calculation step i.e.
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where the superscript (1) denotes first iteration and the subscripts i, j, k-
denote data at the present station x. and r 9
i si si
The three-dimensional program then proceeds to calculate new data at the
next axial station x. = x. + AX. Given this data and the first estimate of the
1-rl 1
streamline position at the new station the end slope is determined from inter-
polated data as explained in Appendix A. The average slope betveen station x.
and x. 'is used to determine the location and slopes of the streamline at the
new station. No additional iterations are taken as the calculated step size is
sufficiently small that the flow properties do not change appreciably. The
-4
error has been found to be on the order of 10
The computer program subroutine outlining this procedure is presented in
Appendix B. A vertical plane of syr^ietry is assumed in the program at tho piano
indexed Ъу К = 1. In this plane the program calculates only the streamvJise slope
dr/dx and sets Q = 0.
Additional streamlines are traced at a station downstream of the initial
station to insure that the cowl leading edge is bracketed by the selected stream-
lines. The additional streamlines originate at odd numbered index points in the
radial direction (i.e. J= 1,3,4,7,... for K=l,2,3,...). The station ac which the
additional streamlines are initiated is determined from the mean cowl lip radius
and the conical shock angle by using an approximate fonrala for the streamlines
through the conical flow. In the approximation the streamline is a hyperbola
2 2 2(Ref. 4): r = (tan 6 ) x + С where С is a constant. Selecting the constant
so that the streamline impinges on the cowl lip i.e. @ x = x r = R gives
2 2 2 2 2 2
r = (R - x tan 8 ) + x tan 6 • The streamline crosses the conical shock
с с с с
r = x tan e at:
w
X = X
2 2tan Q , - tan Q
cowl °c
"c / 2 2
tan e - tan e
w °c
where 9 is the conical shock angle
w
8 is the cone angle
and 9
 т
 . is the ray angle passing through the cowl lip = Tan" (R /x )
The effect of spillage is to bend the streamlines further from the conical
flow above. Therefore, this choice of initial station to trace the strearalir.es
will insure that some of the selected streamlines will be spilled around the cowl.
However, interpolation and/or extrapolation of these streamlines may still be
necessary upstrreain o£ chis station for odd-indexed captured streaalines that lie
near the shock wave.
Given the above set of streamlines, the boundaries of the local captured area
are determined by interpolating between the traced streamlines from the cowl lead-
ing edge to the initial station as described in Appendix A.
b) Captured Local Mass Flow Rate
Given the boundary of the local capture area at station "0", the local captured




where A' is the local capture area at station "0" as shown in Fig. 1.
However, since the limits of integration are not known at the start of the
program and to keep' track of the accuracy of the streamlines tracing procedure,
the incremental mass flou between mesh grids is calculated at every printout
station,- i.e.





where ДА *= г Д8Дг = \ (г
. lri-
The quantity in brackets is evaluated at the four corner points or each grid and
the average ' is printed out at every print-out station. The total captured cass





This quantity can be nondimensionalized with respect to the maximua local captured
flow or can be converted intc equivalent frees treaa tube capture area
А = т/л V =
О со со
'. /rVY -f)
д/ . —• у/V<T'v. ' J а ра ооо
and nondimensionalized with respect to the maximum freestream capture area or cowl
frontal area, A .
c) Ram Force
The rain force in general has three components: axial,normal, and side. For
zero yaw, the third component is zero due to symmetry. The individual components
are calculated from the incremental ram force in the grid and then summed as in
the mass flow calculation.
i) axial component
the incremental axial component of the ram force is given by








where ДА is given above.
The computer program calculates this quantity at the four corners of the grid and
prints out the average.
The total axial component of the ran force is the double sum of all grids in




'ram . ,axial ref
ii) non?al-component
The incremental component of the ram force normal to a plane perpendi-
cular to the vehicles plane of symmetry is given by




normal /P Wv w . \
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iii) side force component
The incremental side force component is given by
ДР.
= Лши (— si













The calculation procedure to obtain the normal and side ran force components
coefficient is identical to the above. The tota'l ran force side CQ-.pgnfer.w
vanishes for zero yaw due to symetry requirements.
iv) ram force direction
The angle which the rain force makes with the vehicle's axis is given by
e =
ram т ram . ,
normal / axial
and with the y-coordinate is given by
= Tan~ /C A,F / F\ ram ., / ram .
side/ axial
v) monent produced by the ram force
The incremental pitching moment produced by the ram force about any
point such as the e.g. is given by
* Z ~ Z 4 ^ X ~X a I _i
rata . ,axial rami -normal
vhere the subscript q denotes a pitching moment about the y-axis.









normal ram . ,side
where x,y,z are the coordinates of the centroid of the incremental area.
The total pitching, rolling and yawing mo-entsare calculated Ъу sunning over




For a vehicle with a vertical plane of syrmetry and at zero yax? only" a pitching
moment is produced. The computer program calculates only the pitching conent,
about the origin (cone tip). The distance to the center of area is used in the
calculation. The calculation is made at every print out station
vi) Point of Application
The point of application of the ram force is where the line of action of
.the ram force pierces the y-z plane at stat-ion "0". This point is found by
locating the point where the ram force generates the same pitching, rolling and
yawing moments, that is:
S. *~ CF - * °Fq_ ram . , ram ..
^F axial normal
ram
-? CF -' CF
„ ram , ram .,F normal side
ram
_ ram . , ram .
 nF side axial
ram
Only two of the above equations are linearly independent. The third expresses
the orthogonality condition between the nonent vector and the force vector, i.e.
M»F = 0. Therefore only the line of action of the ram force can be found from
the above equations, i.e. _ _









for a vehicle with a vertical plane of symmetry and at zero yaw, the second
equation is indeterminate. Further, selecting 'x = x gives the piercing point
'z.
d) Surface Pressure Integral
The pressure integral on the inlet ramp has three components; axial, normal,
and side components. Since the limits of integration are not kno^m initially,
i.e. the limiting streamline icpinging on the sidewall leading edge intersection
point with the surface (point "A" in Fig. 1), the incremental surface pressure
integrals are calculated at each calculation step.
i) axial component




 °p ^axial7 Sref As
ax
 « т Д8 Дг
о
where С is the average pressure coefficient (C =(P-P V M % v P ) of the С 's at the
p p аз' со ' со p
four corners of the grid, and Д5 , is the incremental body surface area in a
typical grid (Fig. 2) Д5. The total axial force is formed by the summation
over all grids from the station "0" to the inlet's "mouth".
ii) nonral coiaoor.ent
The normal component is calculated from
= С Д5.,/p К
where Д3„ is the incremental body surface area in a typical grid projected onto
a horizonaal plane normal to the plane of symmetry- of the vehicle
iii) side component
The side component is calculated from
Д°з
 = Cp ASs/Sref ^Ss * (Дх) <Д5>
where ДЗ is the incremental body surface projected onto the vehicle's plane of
plane of symmetry.
iv) direction of the body surface










v) moment produced by body surface force
The incremental pitching moment produced by the body surface force about
any point is given by
The incremental rolling moment
*•
The incremental yawing moment
• -
Total pitching, rolling, and yawing nonents are obtained by sunning -over all the
grids inside the welted surface from station "0" to the "mouth" of the inlet.
For a vehicle with a vertical plane of symri2try and at zero yau, the
rolling and yawing moments vanish. The computer program calculates only the
pitching raoaent at every station viier e printout occurs.
vi) point of application of body surface force
The point of application of the body pressure force is where the line of
action of the body surface'force pierces a horizontal plane (z=0). This point
is given by locating the point where the body force produces the same pitching,
rolling and yawing moments, that is:
Si = 2 CAX ~ X °Nq
Si =У CN * ~2 CS
P
Г = v Г - v P
Si X CS У LAX
As before, only the line of action can be found
v — f Г - ь ^ Р \ 1Г
x
 - ("Si + z CAX ; / CNq
У - P
For a vehicle with a vertical plane of symmetry and at zero yaw the second
equation is indeterminate. Further, selecting z=0 gives the piercing point x.
e) Spillage Force
The spillage force components can be calculated in analogous manner as the
body surface force except that the spillage surface and the flow properties on it
are used. However, this surface and its properties are not knora a priori.
Therefore it is more convenient to determine this force by imposing the ecuilibriur
of a control volume consisting of the ram force at station "0", the body surface
force and the ram force at the mouth "of the inlet. The resultant of these is the
spillage force which includes the side wall and cowl spillage. Equilibrium of
moments yields the point of application and the moment of the spillage force.
That is, the spillage force is given by a vectorial sum of the forces acting on
the above volume:
-F .,, = F + F, , + F "
spill ramuo,, body ramcowl
from which the three scalar components can be obtained. For a vehicle at zero
yaw and with a vertical plane of symmetry only the axial and normal components
are nonvanishing and are equal to:
CF = CF + °F "*• CAY
spill ram . ram "0"
ax c°wlaxial
The pitching moments produced by the spillage force is given.by
Si ., '= °M " °H 'Si
SpU1 qF qbody force qF
ram
"Q"
The line of action of the spillage force is given by
Si = * CF + * CF
"spill - spill
ax
The angle which the spillage force makes with the vehicle's axis is given by
3 = Tan'1 C С




A sample calculation of the above forces was done for the inlet geor.etry
described in Ref. 5. The free stream Mach number was equal to 6.0 and the
vehicle was at zero angle of attack.
The streamlines in the vehicle's plane of synmetry and the projection of the
-•*
streamlines onto a plane 6ч-^> to the vehicle axis are shown in Figs. 3 and ,4
respectively.
The captured streamtube at station "0" is shown in Fig. 5. The projections
of the limiting streamlines are also drawn. The captured mass flow, ran force,
body force, and spillage surface, directions and magnitude as well as moments are
listed in Table 1 for this condition.
RESULTS
A conputer program for evaluating the captured nass flow, ran, surface, and
spillage forces as well as their nortents,and points of application for a three-
dimensional inlet design have been presented along uzth г sample calculation.
The usefulness of this tool in cietarmining the itilat performance and forces
and moments produced by the inlet's rainp surface is appreciated in a trio
analysis of a hypersonic integrated vehicle.
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APPENDIX A
1) Interpolation Scheme for Properties at a ?oint Inside a Grid. After
locating a point inside a mesh whose corner points are indexed by (j,k), (j-i-1, k),
(j, k+1), (j+1, k+1), (e1 in Fig. 2c) the properties at the interior point are
evaluated through a linear interpolation
"
 £i- k'fl> / .-i/9 " ek\
- r f c f l J {r - rj, kfiJJV ekj
Except at the plane of symmetry where the interpolation is carried out with
respect to r only, i.e.
f - f *,. + 1+1Л bk \ ( r - r . .
J'k 4+l,k -rj,k * J'
while for the surface streamlines (j = 1, k), the interpolation is carried out
with respect to 0 only, i.e.
•
f
2) Interpolation Scheme for Captured Streamlines Given the location of the
cowl leading edge piercing point (e1 in Fig. 2c) with a plane x = constant, four
adjacent streamlines (aa1, bb1, cc1, dd1) which enclose the point e1 are used in the
following interpolation scheme-to determine the location e at the initial station
of the streamline passing through e1.
For any general point, the location of the point e xs given by
r = r , + K ( r , - r , )













cd = 6c + t(re'- rc')/(rb'- ra'^  (6d '
and KQ = (ee, - ea,b,)/(ec,d,- ea,b.)
where 6
a
,b, = 9ai + [(re, - ra,)/(rb, - ra,)] (eb,- 9a.)
6
c'd' = 9cl + t(re«- rc')/(rd' " rc'^  (8d'- 6c)
in which
r
a'b' = rc'd' =re1 was P°stulated-
In the. present tracing scheme
9b = 9a and ec = ed which implies 8ab = 9a = 9b
and 0 , = 9 =9,. Therefore
cd с - a
For streamlines in the plane of synetry a simple interpolation is used
i.e.




APPENDIX В - PROGRAM LISTING
G*U,4< INPUT, OUTPUT, PU.VCH, ГАРЕ5=1МРиТ, TAPES=OUTPUT .
lTAPE7=PU.\ iCn,TAPE&)
D I M E N S I O N Л (21, 20) * v U 2 1 , 2 2 ) ,W1(21 ' ,20) ,
1R2(20)»RX2(20)»RT2(20) ,DR2(20) , ОЯТ2(20) ,RS2(20) ,RSX2{2:0) ,3ST2(20)
2F21(21«20»b)*F22{!»l,20»5},F23(2l«20,5)»
2u2(21t20) ,V2(21«20),W2(21,20) » EL13 < 21 , 20 ) »
3EL23(21,20) ,LM2(21,20)»VT2(21,20),UT2(2l»20) i £L2 ( 21 , 2D , 2 ) , ,
4R3X<2) ,RA(2) ,FA(2»6) , ELA ( 2, 2) , GA ( 2 ) , G3A ( 2 ) , OEP£P { 2) iCf.PA{2) •
•5SBAR(2) ,ELdAR(2} ,£M(21t20) »CP(21«20)
DIMENSION XprtOBEm t °3AR ( 21 1 20 )
СЭМУЮМ /F:K/Xd(20)«Re(20»20)»RSP(20»20) « RBP? ( 20 »20 ) * Ru?3' < 2.0 » 20 ) i
1UU(20) «VU(20> •f.lU(20} ,R1(20) «RXK20) «PT1(20>,DR1(2Q j iQSjTlCSQ) •
2R5K20) ,RSX1(20),4STI(20) .Fll(21«20,6) « Fl2 { 21 , 20 , 6) ,F13( 21.20 i"£) «
2F14-{21,20,&) ,4.1(21,20,2) ,T( 20 ) , P(21) ,
3TOLEP,CVNST,crST1CNx,CNNx,XEND,DTfDTO,Xl,VINF2,62,S3,G*,S5,CCPl,
ЧССРР « MI , ^  J, ик ,МАХ ч , NAXN , MODE, IPT , KPT , 41 SMI , ^  JXii
/ F 2 / S ( D O ) / r i 2 / F P P P ( 5 Q ) / F i 3 / O S / F l 2 3 / F ( 5 0 ) * F P ( 5 0 ) « F = P ( 5 0 )
E3UIV'ALENCE.(F1K1)7U1{1) ), (F1K421 ) , Vl( 1) ) * (Fll (84 1) • v.1 { 1) )
EQUIVALENCE ( F21 ( 1 ) ,u2 ( 1 ) ), (F22(l ) ,UT2(1) ) , (F21 (421 >.\/2(l) ), (
l'F22(421 ),VT2(1) ),(F21(8«H) ,W2(1» , { F22 {841 ) , 'лТ2 { 1 ) ), (
2F2K126D ,£Ll i ( l ) > » ( F 2 i ( l & 3 l > , . E L 2 3 ( l »
* - c O M v ! O i \ ] / S T L l ' V / 6 , X 2 « R R t u R D X , ' D T O X , R ? S A V , T H S A V . E ^ n C P .





* С 4COWW=0 TRACE ONLT EVEN NUMBERED STREAMLINES
* С 4COWri=l TRACE EVE*Y STREAMLINE
* • READ(Sil) E.MIMF , (XPROBE(I), !=!,&) , TCOWL







* xCOWW=XC*SQRT( ( ТА \J( TCOWL) **2-TAM(RBP( 1,1 ) ) #*2 ) / (TAN ( RSX1 ( 1 ) ) **2-
* 1 TA.N(R8P(lil»**2))
* - WRlTE(6t2) XCOWW






GO TO 2201 "
С









TANALF=AeS(l.'2< J«K) 3 /SORT ( U2 ( Ji !<) *=
4p*U2(
IF(TEST) 6005, SQ05, 9,002
S005 CP( J»K) = (?l4Ar-?A<-*-G4-
Y ="DR2(K)*FLOAT( J-l)
V2 ( J , K) *-2 )
-DX*V2{ J.K) ) / ( ELAM3*SQRT ( U2 ( J. '<) *
P3AR(J«KJ =
1M.-G) )
GO TO (600B,600&) NPRT
ЬООВ d*I7E (IW»20021) J» RP« U2 ( J, K5 e V2 ( J« K) , W2 { J» K) « £L2 ( J« K. 1 ) i





IF(X2 .LT. XCOwW) SO TO 12
* «!CYCLE=|V|CYCL£*1
* 12 C O N T I N U E
* GO TO (8«э)МР.ЧТ
* 8 / j 4 IT£ (6 t9 ) X2
* 9 FOR V ,AT( / / / »5X»*ST4EAMLIME
* 6 CONTINUE
* CALL STREA4(WaRT« 4J, '1J!<
** IF(X2.GE.9.0)MOPT = 4-
*X2 =*,E12.5)





Cards added to original program
Modify these cards according to particular geonetry considered
SUBROUTINES»^ r-ЛН ( ^ P^T , M J-, МК % 1C Y c L E « M C Y C L E i МСО'/Ы с OX , X C O * ' W t J2 , V2 , w2
IT)
DIMENSION иЯо* (2I i20) i D T O X ( 2 I « 2 0 ) « R P S A y {21 i 20 ) « TriSftV < 21 « 20 ) i
1 Rrt(?l«20bU? (21, 2 0 ) , v2(21»20)»i-;2 (21, 2 0 ) i T < 2 Q ) , C ? ( 2 i , 2 Г) ).E>'' (21,201
DIMENSION UJK(21,20) , FJKA ( 21 , 20 Ь FJKM{21«20) « Qi-iuOT { £1 , 20 ) .
1 OFRAr tAX (21«20) « 3FRA 4N ( 21 i 20 ) « 0 SFRAMY t 21 » 20 ) » C P S A V ( 2 0 ) » ^ ^ S A V ( 2 0 )
2 ?3ARi2l»2L) tU£LA(2l,20)
COMMO.>J/STLI,\'/I3,X2«HR,ORDXiDTOX»RPSAy,THsAV, ЕЙ, СР, P-3AR
F(£K«G)=1./ (!.•(•( 6-1. )^-£'--,EM/2. }
IF( МСОИЫ .£0. 1 .AMD. WCYCLE cEQ, 1) 60 TO 202
IF(ICYCLE «GT. 1) GO TO 55
С






335 FORHAT{///«5X«~INITIAL STREAMLINES POSITIONS AT X= *.£15.5/)




0 4 0 x ( J « K ) = \ / ? ( J t K ) / U 2 ( J , K )
O T D X ( J«K)=- ' . -J2( J , K ) / ( R R ( J,K)*U2( J » K )
D T O X ( J , K ) = 57.295779* D T D X ( J « K )
R?SA\ / ( J » K ) = R R ( J«K)
Yl = RR(JtK}*SIM{T|<)/57.2S577'9)
Z1=RR (J,K)*COS( Т «) /5 7.295779)












O T O X { J»K)=-4-,'2< J « K ) / ( R R { J,K)*U2( J«K) )
D T Q X { J i K > = 57.295779* O T O X ( J « K )
R P S A \ / ( J « K ) = R R ( J,K)
= RR{J,K)*SIM(T<<<) /57. 255779}
= RR( J.K)*COSCT«)/57.295779)
E(6,lS2) JoYl«Zl,RPSAV( J«K) t ORDX( Ji K) » RR< J» K) , T(K) tOTQX(ji4)










00 79 -K = l
IF(NPRT.EQ.I)
lW3IT£(bi600l) K,T(K) 2\
6001 РОччАТС /»5x, •!•< = *« i2»10Xi *-TH = *, Ell. 5, /, ЗХч =* J*HXi* Y*,10x»*Z *»5Xi
00 7S J=flSl ART,MJ,P,ElO
IF(RPSAV(JtK) .GE. 1000. .OR, TH3ftV(J,K) .GE. ЮОС. 1 GO TO 78
IF<OTOX{J«K) .GE. 1000..0R. QRDX(J»K) .GE. 1000.)GO TO 73
С
с FIRST GUESS OF STREAMLINE POSITION AT x+ox
с
RPX2 = RPSAV« JtK)+OROX(JtK)*-OX
IF(K.EQ.I) GO TO 1001
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 350
С
С TO LOCATE KK AT WHICH TH*2 LIES BETWEEN T(KK-l) ДЛ10 T(KK)
С
KK=0
IF(KK ,GT. ЧК ) SO TO 66
IF(THX2-T{K,<) ) 53*53,51
53 IF(KK ,EQ. 1) GO TO 1001
С




IF(JJ ,GT. MJ) GO TO 66
IF(RPX2 -RK<JJ,KK» 59,59,57
59 IF(JJ.EO. 1} 150 TO 66
С




IF(II „GT. MJ) GO TO BB
IF(RPX2-RR(II«KK)) 61,61,50




\/ALl = «U2( JJ,KK-D-U2( JJ-1«KK-D ) / { RR { JJ,KK-1) -RR ( JJ-1, KK-1) )
VAL2=(V2(JJ,K<-1)-V2(JJ-1«KK-1))/(RR(JJ,KK-1)-3R<JJ-1,KK-1)5
W2 < J J , K<-1) -V2 { JJ-1«KK-1) } / \ RF< ( J J «KK-1} -RR ( J J-i . K.<-1) )
. V V A L 2 = ( V 2 ( I I , < K ) - \ / 2 ( I I - l , K K } )/{R?.(II,KK)-R4(II-l,K</)
W'AL3= ( W2 (11« <K ) -.V2 {11 -1« KK ) ! / ( J.R {11, KK) -RR ( II-1, -'K } 1
U2X2=(u2(JJ-l«K;<-l)+VALl*C | yAL2}*(l«-C\/ALi) + (U2Cli-i9.<(4}---v'V&Ll~
.1C\/AL3)*CVAL1
V 2 X 2 = ( V 2 ( JJ-11 KK-1 ) 4 - V A L 2 * C V A L 2 ) * ( l.-CVALl )•!•( V2 (II -!<• K K / - - 1 ' V A L 2 '
1 C V A L 3 ) * C V A l _ l
i j 2 X 2 = ( W 2 {
1 C V A L 3 ) = t C
350 I r ( J . W L . l ) S& TO 3SO
-T( К) ) * ( Т-У5-7
Т ( К-Ц ) -T ( Ki )-(THX2-T
3&0 O^DX2=V2X2/U2X2
OTDX2=-W2X2/( 4PX2*U2X2)
О Г О Х 2 = 57.2S5779* O T D X 2
{ J , K ) + D T O X 2 )
I / R T R A C
TEST2=ABS'. TTRAC~T-:X2 V T T R A C
Y1 = RTRAC*SJUM(TTRAC/57.295779)
Z l = R T R A C * C O S ( I T R A C / 5 7 . 2 3 5 7 7 9 )
GO TO 62
С




l F ( J e £ Q . l ) GO fO 370
Ю60 11 = 11 + 1
I F ( I I . S T . f l J ) SO ТЭ 66
I ? ( R P X 2 - R R ( I I , K K ) ) 1061,1061,1060
1061 I F d I . E Q . D G O TO =>&
C \ / A L 3 = R P X 2 - R R ( I I - l 9 K K )
V V A L 3 = ( W 2 ( I I , < K ) - W 2 ( I I - 1 , K K ) ) / ( R R ( I I , K K ) - R R ( I I - l , K K ) )
U 2 X 2 = U 2 ( I I - l , < K
V 2 X 2 = V 2 ( I i - l « K
3 7 0 I F ( J . E Q . I ) O R J X 2 = t f 2 ( l , K ) / U 2 ( l , K )







GO T0<o006 , &007) NPRT



















С C A L C U L A T E 1MC<<LM£\JTAL BODY FORCE AMD 40MENT
С
I F ( N P R T . E Q . I ) r i R i r £ ( 6 , 3 l 2 ) X 2





О Т = T ( K + 1 5 - T ( K )
D S A X = R A V / e * O r # . D R A V G /57„295779
= RR(l«<-H)*Sl,M( Г(К+1)/57о29577Э ) -RR(1« К) *SIN(T( К) /57.295779)
= RRSA\/(K + 1) v-slv(T('<*l)/57.295779)-RRSAV(K}*SlN(T(K)/57.295779)
OSN = DYA^/b-tDX
OZ2=RR(ltK+l)*COS(T(K+l)/57o295779)-RR(ifK)*COS(T{K)/57.295779)






















S3=SQRT(1. + (V2( J,<)*^24-W2( J«K)e*2)/U2( J,K)**2)
OJK( J,K)=£'V'1{ J,K)/5QRT(F(EM( J,K) ,S) )*P3AR(J,K) /SO
FJKA(J,K)= (l.+G*£M(JcK)?.*2/SQ/sa)*PBAR(J»K-)-l« -- -
FJKN'CJ«K)= <G<-E.4{ J«K)*-2)/S3/SQ?P3AR{J«K)*{V2{JeK)*COS<T{<)/57.2S








D J K A V G = (UJfUJ»K) + QJK{ J-H»K)+OJK( J»K-t- l>+OJK{ J-H
F J * A A V = ( F J K A ( J«K) <-FJKA< J-M , K) +FJ<A ( J, K + l ) -^FJKA < J*l , <*1
FJKMAV=(FJK!\J( J « K ) fFJKM( J-hl
 t К } *F J/<N ( J, K + l ) +FJKM ( Jvl , K-ц
R1AVG = { 4 K ( J,K) + -*R( J,K-fl) } / 2 0
R ? A \ / G = ( R R ( J+-1«K)+^R
/S) /2.
DT = T ('<*!> -I (K)
/57. 255779
0 £ L A ( J«K)=bUFtl
OFRft i v ,AX(





300 FORMAT(///,5X,*TA5LE DF INCREMENTAL MASS FLOW RATE*»/, 5X, 12110 ,/J
DO 31* J=l«4dfcU
31^ n '^ ITE(6«310} J« (0".OOT( J ,K> «K=1»KKM1>
310 - O R v i A T ( 5 X t l 5 f 12E10.3)
WRITE (6, 330) (K,K=l,fK.-ii)
3SO PDRwAT(/ / / ,5X.* I \JCREWiNTAL AREAS. IN MESH GRID*»/, 5X, i2I10«/)
00 33'1 J=li4J41
331 W R I T £ < 6 « 3 1 0 ) J» ( 0 £ L A ( J « K ) »K=I«rlKMl)
W ^ I T E ( 6 , 3 0 5 ) ( К » К = 1 » И < Я 1 )
305 F 3 R 4 A T ( / / / , 5 X e * . A X I A L COMPONENT OF RAM FORCE*, /« 5Х.121Ю »/)
. 00 506 и=1«"иЧ1
306 fclRlT£i6«310) Jt {D-RM-' iAX(J,K),K=lo.v iKr-i l)
307 FOR4AT(///i5X»»-NO-<i'lAL COMPONENT OF RAM FORCE*t/.5X , 12110, /)
00 30^ J=liMJ''U
308 *jRlTE(6i310) J.{0?RAM.\!(J«K),K=l,vii<Mi)
309 FORKAT(///.5X«'-M04EiyiT PRODUCED ВТ RAM FORCE* »/.5X, 12110 ,/}
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Fig. i Streanlme projeccwn or.to the e=45° plane
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